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restrictions. the software may be used only as expressly permitted in the
belkin retail store from which you purchased it. without belkin’s prior
written permission, you may not (a) load or store the software on any
server, computer, or other device that is not authorized by belkin for such
purposes, (b) convert the software to or from any source or file format, (c)
reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, modify, or create derivative
works of the software, (d) modify or remove any proprietary notices or
labels on the software, or (e) transfer the software to any person or entity
other than yourself without belkin’s prior written permission. you agree
not to engage in any of the foregoing without first obtaining the prior
written permission of belkin. if you have found that a device is not
functioning, for example, a soundcard or your network card, these tips
can help you trace the problem. double-check all jumpers to make sure
the card is properly installed. is it in direct drive mode or is it connected
to an adapter? is the jumper set correctly? double-check all the cables to
make sure they are properly connected. try plugging in the device at
another port to be sure it has not been damaged. also make sure all jacks
and connectors are firmly plugged into the motherboard and the card.
plug the device into a different slot. if that does not work, try a different
port on the motherboard. try reinstalling the card. if the problem persists,
a clean install of windows might correct the problem. each line in the
setting pane enables or disables that irq for the specified resource. to add
or remove an irq, click the arrow next to the line. this adds the irq to the
irqs tray, and the arrow changes to point down. to remove the irq from
the tray, click the arrow again. when multiple resources are assigned to
an irq, the current values for each resource are listed. click a device name
to display its settings. figure 1-12 shows a device assigned to irq 4 on a
pci port.
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